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Marriage and family are basic elements for social structure. Parties to 
marriage as an individual or a community are important members to social 
economic life. Marriage, family and social economic relationships on the basis of 
above both have been changing while market economy has been established and 
developing in China. Chinese traditional basis to legislation of marriage and 
family has changed which leads facts that are  idea to married couple as a 
community has changed, instead of husband and wife who are separately 
independent individuals, that accumulating individual property is to be respected, 
starting to protect interests of third party. It is out of time that family law as a law 
department is divided off civil law. 
This paper focus to completely understanding Chinese current 
Matrimonial property agreement regime, including the nature, terms, effect, 
application, and alteration. It consists of preface that shows significance of 
improving the regime, main body that is divided into three chapters and conclusion 
that states the shortness. 
Chapter one states principles of matrimonial property agreement regime and 
changes. It emphasizes legal conditions, contents and effect relating to the regime. 
Chapter two deals with judicial situation of the regime by three cases studies. It 
discusses the scope, effect, proof of evidence of the regime and interests of 
protection for third party. It seems that necessary protection shortness for the 















Chapter three provides some measurements including capacity, limited date, 
alteration and compensation etc. relating to prefect of the Regime. 
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